Key Interchange Highlights:

- **Hear from PMDA!** Dr. Taisuke Hojo, Senior Executive Director of PMDA, will give the keynote presentation at the 11th Annual CDISC Japan Interchange. Come to the Interchange to hear Dr. Hojo discuss the historic advancement of eData Submission to Japan PMDA during his presentation “Advanced Workflow of Review and Consultation System in PMDA.”

- **SHARE and CFAST Updates!** Hear major announcements on CFAST progress and how therapeutic area standards development is intrinsically linked with CDISC SHARE. To learn more, please view our recent press release [here](#).

- **Important FDA Updates!** Dr. Rebecca Kush, CDISC President, will discuss and answer questions around the recent Position Statement released by FDA, stating the requirement of CDISC standards, in addition to further U.S. regulatory news.

- **Distinguished Speakers!**
  

Sponsor & Exhibitor Opportunities:

Sponsor and exhibitor opportunities for the 2013 Japan Interchange are available! Don’t miss the chance to have a major presence at this historic Interchange! For more details, please see the [CDISC website](#).